Grow Your Practice

Your clients have become accustom to
streamlined and convenient customer
experiences — paying bills is no exception.

Stop waiting to get paid.

Unlike the majority of modern businesses, most

Increase your firm’s potential by accepting
online payments.

cards, and wait up to 90 days for return of

Visit Clio.com to start your free trial today.

lawyers still mail invoices, don’t accept credit
payment. This prolongs your client’s lifecycle,
your firm’s cash flow, and hinders the closing of a
case.
Inefficient business models are currently the
norm for most law firms — get ahead of your
competition with Clio Payments.

The Problem

The Solution
Lawyers wait an average of 83 days between issuing an

Clio Payments, powered by LawPay, will help you get paid faster and more conveniently

invoice, and receiving payment from a client.

than ever. You’re now able to accept and process secure credit card payments without

That’s almost three months and is far longer than any all

leaving Clio. No need to visit an external service, interact with a physical device, or manage

other industry norms.

an integration.

Seamless online billing & credit card payments from directly within Clio.
84% of solo and small law firm don’t accept online

Automatically reduce the time, overhead costs, and expenses related to

payments from clients.

manual month-end billing.

Businesses that accept credit card payments eliminate
payment obstacles for clients, bad debt and create a far
more streamlined experience.

Keep track of payments, processing, and cash flow.
Has the payment been processed? Did charging the card fail or succeed?
Clio immediately indicates payment status — allowing firms to follow-up with
a client if necessary, ensuring a secure and complete transaction every time.

An inefficient billing system uses up administrative
resources and takes away from time spent on legal
strategy costing you billable hours.
This has a knock-on effect on case processing time,
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One-click integration into your practice.

cash flow, and client intake — affecting your business

Setup Clio Payments with one click and seamlessly personalize your client’s

as a whole.

entire payment method. It allows you to email invoices with a direct payment
link, monitor the processing of charges, receives payments, adds funds into
your firm’s operating account within 48 hours, and marks the payment as
received all within your Clio account.

Source: ABA Legal Tech Survey 2015

The Result? Clio Payments injects efficiency into your entire legal practice, helping create an overall effortless experience.

Visit goclio.com to start your free trial today.
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